
 

 

Title: Child Inventors 

Primary age range: Y3/4 Secondary age range: Y5/6 

Link to subjects: Sciences, Geography, Languages, IT/Computing 

Learning Objectives:  
 

● To consider historical and current inventions and their inventors, through presented 
case studies, expanding these through independent research 

● To understand that inventions occur all over the world, in many circumstances, 
cultures, and languages 

● To link invention to identifying problems, and problem-solving 

Lesson Outcomes:  

● Students will consider local, national, or international problems, and design an 
invention that helps to address it 

● They will communicate this invention idea via a presentation, poster, film, etc. 

Key Competencies: 
 
KC1: How to function in relation to the world and nature, as well as one's own body 
KC2: The ideas of science and scholarship (learning) 
KC3: How to function in society 
KC5: How to function in variable contexts and environments 
KC6: How to function in relation to the state 
KC7: Entrepreneurship 
KC10: How to confront themselves with challenges 

Activity Outline: 
 

1. Ask: What inventions can you think of? Why do inventions happen? Can you name 
any inventors? Is it only grown-ups who invent things? Can children be inventors, too? 

  

2. Consider feelings of agency in the classroom: do students feel able/capable/enabled 
to drive change?  



 

 

3. Introduce Slide show 

William Kamkwamba 

•Country: Malawi 

•Languages: Chichewa, English 

•Creation: William built a number of functioning wind turbines, supplying his parents’ house 
with electricity, and clean drinking water for the village, using knowledge he gained from a 
book he read in the library 

•Year born: 1987 

•Age at time of creation/invention: 15 

•Find out more: Read or watch the film “The Boy Who Harnessed The Wind” (there is a 
picture book edition) 

=== 

Xóchitl Guadalupe Cruz López 

•Country: Mexico 

•Language: Mayan, Spanish 

•Creation: Xóchitl wanted for people in her community to have access to warm water without 
having to cut down and burn trees, so she invented a solar-powered heater for bath water, 
built out of recycled materials. 

•Year born: 2010 

•Age at time of creation/invention: 8 

•Find out more: Search for her name, or watch a short film here 

=== 

Louis Braille 

•Country: France 

•Language: French 

•Creation: At the age of 3, Louis had an accident in his father’s workshop and ended up blind. 
Later, he developed the system of raised dots still used by visually impaired people to read 



 

today. 

•Year born: 1809 

•Age at time of creation: 12-15 

•Find out more: Use the search term “Louis Braille for kids”, or find out about the Braille 
alphabet 

=== 

4. Ask: what did you notice? Encourage students to consider the diverse 
backgrounds/locations of the three inventors. 

 

5. Engage in further research, using the “Find out more” sections for each child inventor. 
Students might look for relevant films or articles, find pictures of the inventions, and/or 
learn more about the lives of the inventors. They might also independently use the 
search term “child inventors” to find new/additional inventors, using the information 
given for the three examples to create their own information sheet. Each student 
could, for example, create a poster or PPT slide, with groups or a whole class creating 
a holistic piece of work for display/presentation. 

 

6. Finally, students move on to their own invention: is there a problem they have noticed 
locally, nationally, or globally? They might have seen something on the news, or learnt 
about it at school, or have a family member or friend who has a specific need. Can 
they design a solution?  

(NB: actual feasibility of “solutions” will be dependent on problems identified and student’s 
relevant skill level - the solution can remain at the design stage, or taken through to 
building/making, using a variety of materials.)  

 

7. Students might find it useful to employ the following questions in their design: 
● What is the problem? 
● Who faces this problem, and why? 
● What would help? What is needed to resolve the problem? (A tool? Awareness 

raising? A machine?) 
● What materials would be most suitable? Why? (consider availability, cost, 

environmental impact) 
● Is there any additional knowledge I need? Where/how can I find out? 

 



 

8. Students either design (i.e. draw/label/describe) their invention, or move on to building 
it. Additional research may take place online, by writing to an expert (making contact 
via Twitter/company email addresses), or via the school library. 

 

9. Students present their invention. This may take place in class, or filmed. Parents may 
be invited, and/or relevant organisations may be contacted with the student’s ideas. 

 
 

Materials Needed: 
 
PPT 
 

Supporting resources: 
 

 
 
 
 


